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Abstract—Resource allocation in multicell downlink orthogonal5
frequency division multiple-access (OFDMA) systems is investi-6
gated, where base stations (BSs) first independently carry out7
subcarrier allocation and then mitigate intercell interference8
(InterCI) with the aid of very limited BS cooperation. Two novel9
InterCI mitigation algorithms are proposed. The first one is the10
distributed decision making assisted cooperation (DDMC) algo-11
rithm, and the second one is the centralized decision making12
assisted cooperation (CDMC) algorithm. When employing the13
DDMC algorithm, each BS independently makes the InterCI14
mitigation decisions (IMDs). By contrast, when employing the15
CDMC algorithm, the centralized IMDs are made with the aid of16
the cell-edge users’ discrete InterCI information sharing among17
BSs. While both algorithms motivate maximization of the spectral18
efficiency (sum rate), the CDMC algorithm also aims to maximize19
the frequency reuse factor. In this paper, we study and compare20
the performance, including spectral efficiency of cell-edge users,21
frequency reuse factor, and overhead, of the multicell downlink22
OFDMA systems employing the proposed and other InterCI mit-23
igation algorithms. Our studies show that both the DDMC and24
CDMC algorithms can achieve better spectral efficiency perfor-25
mance than the existing on–off power (OOP) algorithm. Moreover,26
the CDMC algorithm is capable of achieving performance close27
to the upper bound attained by the so-called full InterCI infor-28
mation assisted decision making (FIIDM) algorithm, which uses29
exhaustive search to determine the IMDs. Additionally, the CDMC30
algorithm is demonstrated to have the highest frequency reuse31
factor, in addition to its spectral efficiency advantage.32

Index Terms—Base station (BS) cooperation, intercell interfer-33
ence (InterCI), multicell, orthogonal frequency division multiple34
access (OFDMA), optimization, resource allocation, subcarrier35
allocation.36

I. INTRODUCTION37

O RTHOGONAL frequency division multiple access38

(OFDMA) has emerged as one of the key techniques39

for high-speed broadband wireless communications. In the40

literature, resource allocation in single-cell OFDMA systems41

has been widely investigated, particularly in association with42

subcarrier allocation [1]–[6]. However, mobile communica-43
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tion systems are typically multicell systems with frequency 44

spectrum reused in geographic areas. Moreover, toward the 45

future generations of wireless systems, unity of frequency reuse 46

is desired. In this case, users may experience severe inter- 47

cell interference (InterCI), resulting in significant performance 48

degradation, if it is not efficiently managed. 49

In multicell communications, resource-allocation approaches 50

proposed in the literature may be categorized into two classes, 51

namely, centralized and distributed resource allocation, based 52

on where and how the resource allocation is carried out. 53

Specifically, in centralized resource allocation, central control 54

units are used to collect the required information, which are 55

also responsible for managing and allocating resources jointly 56

to all users in all cells. Centralized resource allocation may 57

consume the enormous resources, which could be exploited for 58

data transmission, for information exchange, and for system 59

controlling [7]. In the literature, there are a range of references, 60

including [7]–[12], having proposed and studied the centralized 61

resource allocation in multicell OFDMA systems. In [8], a 62

load matrix approach for jointly managing both the InterCI 63

and the intracell interference (IntraCI) experienced by users 64

has been proposed. In [9], an NP-hard joint resource allocation 65

problem for a two-cell OFDMA system has been approximated 66

by a weighted sum throughput maximization problem. Using 67

the geometric programming approach to transform the original 68

mixed-integer nonconvex problems, in [7] and [11], the subopti- 69

mal subcarrier- and power-allocation solutions in the downlink 70

OFDMA networks with BS coordination have been proposed. 71

By contrast, in [12], the IntraCI of a subcarrier reused OFDMA 72

networks has been dealt with. 73

In distributed resource allocation, every BS independently 74

allocates its resources, usually based only on the intracell 75

channel information and the interference measured locally. 76

In comparison with the centralized approaches, distributed 77

resource allocation has the main advantages of fast response 78

to dynamic resource environments, fast time-varying channels, 79

and low complexity for implementation. Distributed resource 80

allocation in multicell OFDMA systems has been widely stud- 81

ied, as evidenced, e.g., by [13]–[18]. The distributed resource- 82

allocation scheme proposed in [13] has considered jointly sub- 83

carrier, bit, and power allocation in multicell OFDMA systems. 84

In [14], the distributed subcarrier allocation and power alloca- 85

tion in the multicell OFDMA networks with cognitive radio 86

functionality have been studied. In [15], a distributed power- 87

allocation scheme has been proposed for the multicell multiple- 88

input–single-output OFDMA networks, where the channel state 89
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information (CSI) of all users is shared among the BSs. Very90

recently, interference-aware resource allocation has drawn at-91

tention [17], [18].92

It can be understood that, to combat the InterCI existing93

in multicell OFDMA systems, one may employ sophisticated94

InterCI mitigation technique at the receiver side, by using,95

for example, maximum-likelihood detection, successive inter-96

ference cancellation, and multiple-antenna-based interference97

nulling. On the other hand, BS cooperation can be another ef-98

ficient InterCI mitigation approach, which shifts the processing99

burden to the BSs, rather than causing too much computational100

complexity at mobile terminals [16], [19], and [20]. For exam-101

ple, in [19] and [20], the scheduling and power allocation in the102

context of the multicell downlink OFDMA systems and other103

networks have been studied, by handling the InterCI via BS104

coordination supported by the CSI exchange among BSs. By105

contrast, the research studies in [10] and [21]–[23] have been106

devoted to the resource allocation in multicell OFDMA systems107

with full BS cooperation, which requires BSs to share both CSI108

and data. Under the constraint of certain backhaul capacity, a109

heuristic BS assignment algorithm has been proposed in [22],110

and a user-scheduling algorithm has been developed in [23],111

respectively. Furthermore, in [24] and [25], the energy effi-112

ciency issue of the BS-cooperation-based resource allocation113

in multicell OFDMA systems has been addressed.114

Against the background, in this paper, we investigate both115

the subcarrier allocation and the InterCI mitigation in multicell116

downlink OFDMA systems. In our considered systems, each117

cell independently allocates subcarriers based on our proposed118

bidirectional worst subchannel avoiding (BWSA) algorithm119

[26]. Our focus is on the InterCI mitigation after the distributed120

subcarrier allocation. We propose two novel InterCI mitigation121

algorithms. The first one is the distributed decision making122

assisted cooperation (DDMC) algorithm, which motivates to123

maximize the payoff of BS cooperation, while simultaneously124

minimizing the cost caused by cooperation. The second InterCI125

mitigation algorithm proposed is named as the centralized de-126

cision making assisted cooperation (CDMC), which motivates127

to make the best InterCI mitigation decisions (IMDs) based128

on the limited discrete InterCI information of the cell-edge129

users shared among the BSs, to maximize both the spectral130

efficiency and the frequency reuse factor of the frequency131

spectrum. In this paper, we study and compare the spectral effi-132

ciency of cell-edge users, frequency reuse factor, overhead, etc.,133

of the multicell downlink OFDMA systems employing the134

BWSA and various InterCI mitigation algorithms. Our studies135

and performance results show that both the proposed DDMC136

and CDMC algorithms are high-efficiency InterCI mitigation137

algorithms, which outperform the existing on–off power (OOP)138

algorithm in terms of the spectral efficiency. The CDMC139

algorithm outperforms the DDMC algorithm and is capable of140

achieving the sum rate close to the upper bound achieved by141

the full InterCI information assisted decision making (FIIDM)142

algorithm. In this FIIDM algorithm, cooperation decisions are143

made via the exhaustive search with ideal information about the144

InterCI. Additionally, the CDMC algorithm is demonstrated to145

have the highest frequency reuse factor in addition to its spectral146

efficiency advantage.147

Fig. 1. Conceptual structure of the multicell downlink OFDMA systems.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 148

introduces the system model. Section III provides the gen- 149

eral theory about the distributed subcarrier allocation and the 150

InterCI mitigation. In Section IV, we discuss the FIIDM, which 151

is the upper bound of our InterCI mitigation. Section V ex- 152

tends the OOP algorithm to the multicell downlink OFDMA 153

systems. Sections VI and VII detail the proposed DDMC and 154

CDMC algorithms, respectively. Performance results are shown 155

in Section VIII. Finally, we summarize the main conclusions 156

in Section IX. 157

II. SYSTEM MODEL 158

To reflect the main features of multicell systems while mak- 159

ing the problems relatively easy to manage, in this paper, we 160

consider the same system model studied in [10] and [27]–[29], 161

which is a three-cell downlink OFDMA system, as depicted in 162

Fig. 1. In this system, each cell has one base station (BS) com- 163

municating with K mobile users. Each of the communication 164

terminals, including both BSs and mobile users, is assumed 165

to employ one antenna for signal receiving and transmission. 166

The BSs communicate with their users based on OFDMA 167

having in total M subcarriers. 168

We consider the extreme case that each cell supportsK = M 169

users and, hence, each user is assigned one subcarrier. Note 170

that we assume this extreme case for the sake of avoiding 171

considering the trivial cases but focusing our attention on the 172

InterCI mitigation. For the case where one user is assigned mul- 173

tiple subcarriers, the system can be modified to use our model 174

by dividing one user into several ones of each assigned one 175

subcarrier. However, in this case, the InterCI mitigation may 176

become easier, owing to the reduced number of users involved. 177

There is no IntraCI, since all users in one cell communicate 178

on orthogonal subcarriers. However, without using InterCI mit- 179

igation, each user experiences InterCI from two users located 180
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in the other two cells, respectively, which are assigned the181

same subcarrier as the considered user. Based on the preceding182

assumptions, therefore, the subcarrier allocation should satisfy183

the constraints of184 ⋃
m∈M

F (u)
m = K(u) ∀u ∈ {0, 1, 2} (1)

F (u)
m

⋂
F (u)

m′ = ∅, m �= m′ ∀m,m′ ∈ M ∀u ∈ {0, 1, 2}
(2)∣∣∣F (u)

m

∣∣∣ = 1 ∀m ∈ M ∀u ∈ {0, 1, 2} (3)

where M = {0, 1, . . . ,M − 1} is the set of subcarrier indexes,185

F (u)
m contains the indexes of the users assigned to subcarrier186

m in cell u, and K(u) = {uK + 0, uK + 1, . . . , uK +K − 1}187

holds the indexes of the K users in cell u. Note that, in188

the preceding equations, (1) explains that each BS assigns M189

subcarriers to its K users, whereas (2) and (3) impose the con-190

straints that, in one cell, different users are allocated different191

subcarriers and one user is assigned just one subcarrier.192

As shown in Fig. 1, the BSs are located at the centers of the193

cells, and each cell has K users, which are assumed to obey194

uniform distribution. In each of the three cells, we assume for195

simplicity the ideal power control as in [2], [3], [21], and [22],196

to maintain the same average received power of one unit per197

user. Furthermore, we assume that InterCI only exists between198

adjacent cells as the result of propagation path loss. Let the199

InterCI be characterized by a factor α. Then, when taking into200

account of the combined effect of propagation path loss and201

shadowing, we can have [30]202

α =

√(
d0
d1

)μ

10
ζ0−ζ1

10 (4)

where d0 and d1 represent the distances from a BS to the203

considered intracell and intercell users, respectively; μ is the204

path loss exponent, whereas ζ0 and ζ1 (in dB) are the zero-205

mean Gaussian random variables with a standard deviation206

Υ (in dB), which account for the shadowing effect [30]. In207

addition to the propagation path loss and shadowing effects,208

signals transmitted from BSs also experience fast fading, which209

is assumed to be the independent Rayleigh flat fading in terms210

of different users.211

Let us assume that a data symbol to be transmitted by212

BS u to its intracell user k (k ∈ K(u)) is expressed as x
(u)
k ,213

which satisfies E[x
(u)
k ] = 0 and E[|x(u)

k |
2
] = 1. Since the M214

subcarriers in one cell are assumed to be orthogonal, the signal215

received by user k of cell u can be written as216

y
(u)
k = h

(u)
k,mw

(u)
k,mx

(u)
k

+ h
(u′)
k,mα

(u′)
k′,kw

(u′)
k′,mx

(u′)
k′ + h

(u′′)
k,m α

(u′′)
k′′,kw

(u′′)
k′′,mx

(u′′)
k′′︸ ︷︷ ︸

InterCI

+n
(u)
k (5)

when assuming that k ∈ F (u)
m , k′ ∈ F (u′)

m , and k′′ ∈ F (u′′)
m ,217

which means that users k, k′, and k′′ in cells u, u′, and u′′,218

respectively, are assigned to share subcarrier m. Hence, users219

k, k′, and k′′ are referred to as the cosubcarrier users. In (5), 220

n
(u)
k represents the Gaussian noise at user k, which is assumed 221

to obey the complex Gaussian distribution with zero mean and 222

a variance of 2σ2 = 1/γs, where γs denotes the average signal- 223

to-noise ratio (SNR) per symbol. h(u)
k,m denotes the fast fading 224

gain on the mth subcarrier from BS u to user k, and h
(u′)
k,mα

(u′)
k′,k 225

represents the InterCI that user k receives from BS u′, when it 226

uses subcarrier m to send signals to user k′. Here, h(u′)
k,m is the 227

fast fading gain on the mth subcarrier from BS u′ to user k, 228

and α
(u′)
k′,k is the corresponding InterCI factor. In this paper, we 229

assume that the uplinks and the downlinks are operated in the 230

time division duplex mode, and a BS is capable of acquiring the AQ1231

CSI of the channels between the BS and its K intracell users. 232

In this case, a BS is capable of preprocessing the signals to be 233

transmitted to its intracell users by setting w
(u)
k,m seen in (5) as 234

w
(u)
k,m = (h

(u)
k,m)

∗
/

√
|h(u)

k,m|
2
, where (·)∗ denotes the conjugate 235

operation. We assume that any BS does not have the CSI of 236

the InterCI channels, including both the slow and fast fading, 237

which is possibly due to the complexity constraint. From (5), 238

the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) for user k can 239

be expressed as 240

γ
(u)
k,m =

∣∣∣h(u)
k,m

∣∣∣2∣∣∣h(u′)
k,mα

(u′)
k′,k

∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣h(u′′)
k,m α

(u′′)
k′′,k

∣∣∣2 + 2σ2

=

∣∣∣h(u)
k,m

∣∣∣2
Iu′,k + Iu′′,k + 2σ2

, m ∈ M (6)

where Iu′,k = |h(u′)
k,mα

(u′)
k′,k|

2
is the InterCI power received by 241

user k from BS u′. Alternatively, (6) can be written as 242

γ
(u)
k,m =

1(
η
(u)
k,m

)−1

+
(
A

(u)
k,m

)−1

η
(u)
k,m =

∣∣∣h(u)
k,m

∣∣∣2
Iu′,k + Iu′′,k

A
(u)
k,m =

∣∣∣h(u)
k,m

∣∣∣2
2σ2

(7)

where η
(u)
k,m and A

(u)
k,m are the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) 243

and the SNR of user k in cell u, respectively. 244

From (6) and (7), we imply that, to achieve high SINR at 245

low implementation complexity, we may design the subcarrier 246

allocation motivating to maximize the channel gains from a BS 247

to its K intercell users, while we design the InterCI mitigation 248

aiming to minimize the InterCI with the backhaul cost as low 249

as possible. For these purposes, we consider two InterCI miti- 250

gation methods, which are the power off and BS cooperation. 251

With the power off method, the transmissions to some users 252

experiencing strong InterCI are turned off. The method is easy 253

to operate, does not require BS cooperation, and is sometimes 254

very efficient, as shown in [31]. 255

By contrast, when the BS cooperation method is employed, 256

we assume that a mobile user can estimate the strength of the 257

signal from its own BS and the power of the InterCI signals 258

from the two interfering BSs. As the BS cooperation motivates 259
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reliance on the lowest possible backhaul cost, we assume that260

there is no CSI sharing among the BSs. In this case, a promising261

BS cooperation scheme is the classic space–time block coding262

(STBC) [32], which only needs to exchange the data symbols263

of the users requiring BS cooperation. Consequently, when264

two BSs use, for example, Alamouti’s STBC [32], to send265

information to one user, two orders of transmit diversity can be266

achieved. This way, we may enhance the detection reliability267

and/or the throughput of the system, in comparison with the268

power off scheme. Let us illustrate this following (5). Let us269

assume that BS u′ cooperates with BS u to transmit x(u)
k (t)270

and x
(u)
k (t+ T ) to user k based on Alamouti’s scheme [32],271

where T represents the symbol duration. Then, the observations272

received by user k at times t and t+ T can be written as273

y
(u)
k (t) =h

(u)
k,mx

(u)
k (t) + h

(u′)
k,mα

(u′)
k′,kx

(u)
k (t+ T )

+ h
(u′′)
k,m α

(u′′)
k′′,kx

(u′′)
k′′ (t) + n

(u)
k (t) (8)

y
(u)
k (t+ T ) =−h

(u)
k,m

(
x
(u)
k (t+ T )

)∗
+h

(u′)
k,mα

(u′)
k′,k

(
x
(u)
k (t)

)∗
+ h

(u′′)
k,m α

(u′′)
k′′,kx

(u′′)
k′′ (t+T )+n

(u)
k (t+T ). (9)

Assume that user k is capable of estimating the channels from274

BSs u and u′. Then, it can form the decision variables for275

detecting x
(u)
k (t) and x

(u)
k (t+ T ) as276

r
(u)
k (t) =

(
h
(u)
k,m

)∗
y
(u)
k (t) + h

(u′)
k,mα

(u′)
k′,k

(
y
(u)
k (t+ T )

)∗
(10)

r
(u)
k (t+ T ) =

(
h
(u′)
k,mα

(u′)
k′,k

)∗
y
(u)
k (t)− h

(u)
k,m

(
y
(u)
k (t+ T )

)∗
.

(11)

From (10) and (11), we can derive the SINR of user k for277

detecting xk(t) and xk(t+ T ), which is278

γ
(u)
k =

∣∣∣h(u)
k,m

∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣h(u′)
k,mα

(u′)
k′,k

∣∣∣2∣∣∣h(u′′)
k,m α

(u′′)
k′′,k

∣∣∣2 + 2σ2

. (12)

Note that the preceding cooperation is usually set up, when BS279

u′ generates strong InterCI on user k, which means that the term280

of |h(u′)
k,mα

(u′)
k′,k|

2
in the preceding equation has a relatively large281

value. In this case, the SINR of (12) resulted from the coopera-282

tion can be significantly enhanced in comparison with the SINR283

of (6) of the case without BS cooperation, which consequently284

improves the multicell system’s overall throughput.285

III. GENERAL THEORY286

Here, we address the general theory of the distributed subcar-287

rier allocation and the design motivation for the InterCI mitiga-288

tion in the multicell downlink OFDMA systems. For achieving289

relatively low-complexity implementation, in this paper, we290

propose to first carry out the distributed subcarrier allocation291

and then operate the InterCI mitigation, when different levels292

of BS cooperation are considered. The distributed subcarrier293

allocation is motivated to maximize the sum rate of each cell, 294

with the optimization problem described as 295

{
F (u)

m , ∀m
}∗

=arg max{
F(u)

m ,∀m
}
⎧⎨
⎩ ∑

k∈K(u)

log2

(
1 + γ

(u)
k

)⎫⎬
⎭

∀u ∈ {0, 1, 2}
subject to (1)−(3) (13)

where γ
(u)
k is the SINR of user k in cell u, such as that in (6). 296

In (13), {F (u)
m ∀m} means testing all the possible subcarrier 297

allocations for cell u, whereas {F (u)
m ∀m}

∗
returns the final 298

results of the subcarrier allocation. 299

However, the problem in (13) is a mixed-integer nonconvex 300

problem that is very hard to solve. Therefore, as done in [6], 301

[26], and [33], the distributed subcarrier allocation can be 302

motivated to maximize the SNRs of all the users in one cell 303

without considering the impact of InterCI. Correspondingly, 304

this optimization problem can be expressed as 305{
F (u)

m , ∀m
}∗

=arg max{
F(u)

m ∀m
}
{
A

(u)
k , k ∈ K(u)

}
∀u ∈ {0, 1, 2}

subject to (1), (2), (3) (14)

where A
(u)
k is the SNR of user k, such as that defined in (7). 306

Based on (14), in [26], we have designed a BWSA algorithm for 307

the single-cell OFDMA systems, which is demonstrated to have 308

low complexity and to be capable of achieving near-optimum 309

performance. In this paper, we investigate the performance of 310

the multicell downlink OFDMA systems employing the BWSA 311

algorithm in association with our proposed and other InterCI 312

mitigation algorithms. 313

As the subcarrier allocation considered earlier does not deal 314

with the InterCI, after the subcarrier allocation, the InterCI 315

mitigation is then operated for the cell-edge users. Let us 316

define the user set of cell u as K̂(u) = {k|ηk < ηt, k ∈ K(u)}, 317

where ηt represents an SIR threshold. The threshold ηt can 318

be set according to various communication objectives. Then, 319

the users in set K̃(u) are called the cell-edge users of cell u. 320

Here, the set K̃(u) includes both the users in K̂(u) and the users 321

in K(u) − K̂(u) that share the same subcarriers as the users in 322

K̂(u′) of cell u′ and the users in K̂(u′′) of cell u′′. In general, 323

our InterCI mitigation motivates to maximize the sum rate of 324

the cell-edge users by solving the optimization problem of 325

D∗=argmax
D

⎧⎨
⎩

2∑
u=0

∑
k∈K̃(u)

log2

(
1+γ

(u)
k

)
|
{
F (u)

m , ∀m,u
}∗
⎫⎬
⎭

(15)

where 3M -length IMD vector can be written in the form of 326

D = [DT
0 , . . . ,D

T
M−1]

T
, where (·)T is the transpose opera- 327

tion. Here, Dm = [D0,m, D1,m, D2,m]T is referred to as the 328

IMD vector of subcarrier m, which defines the transmission 329

states of the users in the three cells assigned to subcarrier m. 330

To minimize the cost of backhaul resources for BS coopera- 331

tion, in this paper, we classify Du,m only into three states. Let 332

us again assume that subcarrier m is assigned to users k, k′, and 333
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k′′ in cells u, u′, and u′′, respectively. Then, the three states of334

Du,m are defined as335

Du,m =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

k, BS u transmits x(u)
k to its intracell

user k on subcarrier m

−1, BS u switches off its transmission

on subcarrier m

k′ (or k′′), BS u cooperates to transmit x(u′)
k′(

or x(u′′)
k′′

)
to user k′ (or k′′) in cell

u′ (or u′′) on subcarrier m.
(16)

Correspondingly, the InterCI mitigation is carried out under the336

constraints of337

Du,m ∈ {k, k′, k′′,−1} (17)

2∑
u=0

Du,m ≥ −2 (18)

for u ∈ {0, 1, 2} and m ∈ M. Note that the constraint of (18)338

prevents from switching off all the three transmissions on one339

subcarrier. Furthermore, as shown in Section II, InterCI only340

exists among the three users sharing a subcarrier. Therefore, the341

InterCI mitigation can be considered subcarrier by subcarrier342

independently without performance loss. Hence, by considering343

the constraints of (17) and (18), we can rewrite the optimization344

problem of (15) as345

D∗
m =argmax

Dm

{
2∑

u=0

log2

(
1 + γ

(u)
k

)

k ∈ K̃(u) ∩ F (u)
m |

{
F (u)

m ∀u
}∗
}

∀m ∈ M
subject to (17) and (18). (19)

It can be shown that both (15) and (19) are the mixed-integer346

nonlinear nonconvex problems, whose optimal solutions are347

extremely hard to derive. In the following, we will propose348

two novel InterCI mitigation algorithms, namely, the DDMC349

and the CDMC, which aim to find the promising suboptimal350

solutions for the problem of (19). Furthermore, we extend the351

OOP algorithm [31], [34], and [35] to the multicell downlink352

OFDMA systems and investigate its performance in associa-353

tion with the BWSA subcarrier allocation. Additionally, as a354

benchmark, we also consider the FIIDM scheme, which uses355

exhaustive search to find the optimal solutions for (19).356

IV. FULL INTERCELL INTERFERENCE INFORMATION357

RELIED DECISION MAKING ALGORITHM358

As aforementioned, the OOP, DDMC, and CDMC algo-359

rithms will be compared with the FIIDM algorithm, which360

relies on the continuous InterCI information, in contrast to the361

discrete InterCI information used by the DDMC and CDMC362

algorithms. Furthermore, the FIIDM algorithm uses exhaustive363

search to find the optimum solutions to the problem of (19). 364

Hence, its performance represents an upper bound of the In- 365

terCI mitigation algorithms considered. The FIIDM algorithm 366

can be described by Algorithm 1 with the aid of some further 367

explanation. 368

Algorithm 1: (FIIDM Algorithm) 369

Initialization: 370

(1) Set K̃m={k|k∈K̃(u) ∩ F (u)
m , ∀u ∈ {0, 1, 2}}, ∀m∈M. 371

(2) Set Du,m = k if F (u)
m = {k}, ∀u ∈ {0, 1, 2}, ∀m ∈ M. 372

For Subcarrier m ∈ M: 373

If K̃m �= ∅, the central unit (CU) first collects the InterCI 374

information of all the users in K̃m and then executes the 375

following. 376

Step 1 Compute the sum rates of all the optional decisions 377

with power off only. The optional decisions include 378

the following. 379

(1) Power off to one user: D̂u,m = −1, D̂u′,m = 380

Du′,m, D̂u′′,m = Du′′,m, ∀u, u′, u′′ ∈ {0, 1, 2} 381

and u �= u′ �= u′′. 382

(2) Power off to two users: D̂u,m = D̂u′,m = −1, 383

D̂u′′,m = Du′′,m, ∀u, u′, u′′ ∈ {0, 1, 2} and u �= 384

u′ �= u′′. 385

Step 2 Compute the sum rates of all the optional decisions 386

with cooperation only. The optional decisions include 387

the following. 388

(1) Cooperation between two BSs: D̂u,m = D̂u′,m = 389

Du,m, D̂u′′,m = Du′′,m, ∀u, u′, u′′ ∈ {0, 1, 2} 390

and u �= u′ �= u′′. 391

(2) Cooperation among three BSs: D̂u,m = D̂u′,m = 392

D̂u′′,m = Du,m, ∀u, u′, u′′ ∈ {0, 1, 2} and u �= 393

u′ �= u′′. 394

Step 3 Compute the sum rates of all the optional decisions 395

with power off and/or cooperation. The optional deci- 396

sions include the following. 397

(1) One BS sets power off to one user while the other 398

two BSs cooperate for one user: D̂u,m = D̂u′,m = 399

Du,m, D̂u′′,m = −1, ∀u, u′, u′′ ∈ {0, 1, 2} and 400

u �= u′ �= u′′. 401

Step 4 The CU first identifies the best one among the preced- AQ2402

ing optional decisions, which can be expressed as 403

Dm = argmax
D̂m

⎧⎨
⎩∑

k∈K̃m

log2(1 + γk)

⎫⎬
⎭ (20)

where D̂m=[D̂u,m,D̂u′,m,D̂u′′,m]T . Then, the CU 404

informs the final IMD vector Dm = [Du,m, Du′,m, 405

Du′′,m]T to the three BSs. 406

As shown in Algorithm 1, the FIIDM algorithm assumes 407

that there is a CU, which is capable of collecting the ideal 408

continuous InterCI information of all the cell-edge users. Based 409

on the InterCI information collected, the CU then makes the 410
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optimum IMDs by exhaustive search and finally informs them411

to the BSs. From Algorithm 1, we can find that there are in412

total 21 optional decisions for one cell-edge user group, such as413

that in K̃m, containing three cosubcarrier users. Specifically, at414

Step 2, the FIIDM algorithm may turn off one or two transmis-415

sions to the three users, which gives six optional decisions. At416

Step 3, any one or two BSs may help another BS to set up a417

cooperative transmission, which gives nine different decisions.418

Finally, at Step 4, two BSs may cooperate while the other one is419

turned off, resulting in total six optional decisions. Therefore,420

there are in total 21 optional decisions. In Algorithm 1, (20) finds421

the best one among these 21 optional decisions.422

From Algorithm 1 and the preceding analysis, we know423

that, for the three-cell OFDMA systems, the decision-making424

process of the FIIDM algorithm does not impose much com-425

plexity. As for each K̃m, there are only three cosubcarrier users,426

resulting in 21 optional decisions to be considered. However,427

the algorithm requires the continuous InterCI information of the428

cell-edge users for decision making, which may be sent to a CU429

or shared by the three BSs. This process may impose a heavy430

complexity burden on the backhaul network, particularly when431

there are a big number of the cell-edge users. Furthermore, it432

may be very hard to implement the FIIDM algorithm in the433

practical scenarios having a large number of cells. Therefore,434

we propose the more practical DDMC and CDMC algorithms,435

which only require the limited discrete InterCI information.436

V. ON–OFF POWER INTERCELL INTERFERENCE437

MITIGATION438

The OOP algorithm employs an efficient method to combat439

InterCI, which does not require BS cooperation. It has been440

widely studied and used in multicell communication systems,441

for example, in [31], [34], and [35]. The basic principle of the442

OOP algorithm is to allow a BS to turn off the transmission on443

the subchannels conflicting strong InterCI. By doing this, there444

are two benefits. First, transmission on the poor subchannels445

can be avoided, which saves power for the future transmis-446

sion, when the subchannels become better. Second, the InterCI447

imposed by these subchannels on the other cells can also be448

removed. The OOP algorithm is usually scheduled to be carried449

out by a BS one at a time, to avoid that two or three cells450

simultaneously turn off the transmission on the same subcarrier.451

Let us illustrate in the following the OOP algorithm with the452

aid of an example. Assume that subcarrier m is allocated to453

users k, k′, and k′′ in cells u, u′, and u′′, respectively. Then, we454

can express the subchannel qualities on subcarrierm in a matrix455

form as456

Am =

⎡
⎢⎣A

(u)
k,m A

(u)
k′,m A

(u)
k′′,m

A
(u′)
k,m A

(u′)
k′,m A

(u′)
k′′,m

A
(u′′)
k,m A

(u′′)
k′,m A

(u′′)
k′′,m

⎤
⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

∣∣∣h(u)
k,m

∣∣∣2
2σ2

∣∣∣h(u)

k′,mα
(u)

k,k′

∣∣∣2
2σ2

∣∣∣h(u)

k′′,mα
(u)

k,k′′

∣∣∣2
2σ2∣∣∣h(u′)

k,mα
(u′)
k′,k

∣∣∣2
2σ2

∣∣∣h(u′)
k′,m

∣∣∣2
2σ2

∣∣∣h(u′)
k′′,mα

(u′)
k′,k′′

∣∣∣2
2σ2∣∣∣h(u′′)

k,m α
(u′′)
k′′,k

∣∣∣2
2σ2

∣∣∣h(u′′)
k′,mα

(u′′)
k′′,k′

∣∣∣2
2σ2

∣∣∣h(u′′)
k′′,m

∣∣∣2
2σ2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (21)

where A
(i)
j,m represents the subchannel quality of the transmis- 457

sion from BS i to user j on subcarrier m. Based on a column 458

of Am, we can calculate a user’s SIR. For example, the SIR of 459

user k is given by η
(u)
k,m = A

(u)
k,m/(A

(u′)
k,m +A

(u′′)
k,m ). 460

Let us consider one realization of the preceding example, and 461

the matrix is given by 462

Am =

⎡
⎣2.1909 0.0018 0.5078

1.4294 1.8621 0.1583
0.1168 3.3187 1.6459

⎤
⎦ . (22)

Then, by setting different SIR thresholds, the OOP algorithm 463

generates different results for the IMD vectors Dm and derives 464

different sum rates CΣ =
∑

i∈{k,k′,k′′} log2(1 + γi). Note that, 465

for the example, we assume the unit noise power. Specifi- 466

cally, for (22), when the SIR thresholds are ηt = −5, 0, and 467

5 dB, respectively, the OOP algorithm gives the IMDs as 468⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
(a) :Du,m=k,Du′,m=k′, Du′′,m=k′′, if ηt = −5 dB

(b) :Du,m=k,Du′,m=−1, Du′′,m = k′′, if ηt = 0 dB

(c) :Du,m=Du′,m=−1, Du′′,m=k′′, if ηt = 5 dB
(23)

which are explained as follows. First, if ηt = −5 dB = 0.316, 469

there is no user turned off, since the SIRs of the three users are 470

all higher than this SIR threshold. In this case, the sum rate on 471

subcarrier m is CΣ = 2.4039. Second, when ηt = 0 dB = 1, 472

during the first stage, user k stays on, since its SIR is η
(u)
k,m = 473

1.4171 > ηt. During the second stage, the transmission to user 474

k′ is switched off, as its SIR of η(u
′)

k′,m = 0.5608 is lower than 475

the threshold. During the third stage, user k′′ finds that its 476

SIR is higher than the threshold, after user k′′ is turned off. 477

Hence, it stays on. In this case, the sum rate becomes CΣ = 478

2.6311, which is higher than CΣ = 2.4039 of the first case. 479

Finally, when ηt = 5 dB = 3.1623, the OOP algorithm turns off 480

the transmissions to users k and k′′. In this case, the sum rate 481

attained on subcarrier m is CΣ = 1.4038, which is also lower 482

than that obtained in the case of ηt = 0 dB. 483

From the preceding example, we know that the performance 484

of the system employing the OOP algorithm is highly depen- 485

dent on the SIR threshold. If an improper SIR threshold is set, 486

it may turn off too many or too few subchannels, which may 487

lead to the degradation of throughput performance. 488

VI. DISTRIBUTED DECISION MAKING ASSISTED 489

COOPERATION INTERCELL INTERFERENCE MITIGATION 490

Here, we propose a novel InterCI mitigation scheme referred 491

to as the DDMC. As its name suggests, the DDMC algorithm 492

introduces BS cooperation to improve the system performance. 493

In Section III, we have shown the benefits from the cooperative 494

transmission to a user, if the cooperative BS imposes strong 495

InterCI on the user. However, the cost for this cooperation is 496

the increase of the complexity for information exchange be- 497

tween the BSs, and the cooperative BS has to stop transmitting 498

information to its own user. Therefore, our DDMC algorithm 499

is motivated to maximize the payoff from cooperation, while 500

simultaneously minimizing the cost caused by cooperation. 501
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In the DDMC algorithm, the BSs are scheduled to make502

their IMDs successively and independently. When the SIR503

measured by a user is lower than the SIR threshold, it informs504

its BS to take one of the two actions: setting up a cooperative505

transmission for the user and switching off the transmission to506

the user. Let us use in the following the example shown in (21)507

to explain the principles. Assume that the SIR of user k is lower508

than the threshold ηt, the rules for user k to choose the desired509

action are510

Cooperation from BS u′, if Iu′,k > Ic & Iu′′,k ≤ Ic (24)

Cooperation from BS u′′, if Iu′,k ≤ Ic & Iu′′,k > Ic (25)

Power off, if Iu′,k > Ic & Iu′′,k > Ic

or Iu′,k ≤ Ic & Iu′′,k ≤ Ic. (26)

In the preceding equation, Ic is the cooperation threshold,511

which can be set according to the various communication512

objectives, for example, maximization of sum rate. Note that a513

user can only ask for cooperation when there is only one strong514

InterCI.515

Let us now explain in detail why the rules in (24)–(26)516

are introduced with the aid of the example considered. First,517

suppose user k obtains the cooperation from BS u′, then the518

SINRs of users k, k′, and k′′ become519

γ
(u)
k,m =

∣∣∣h(u)
k,m

∣∣∣2 + Iu′,k

Iu′′,k + 2σ2
γ
(u′)
k′,m = 0

γ
(u′′)
k′′,m =

∣∣∣h(u′′)
k′′,m

∣∣∣2
Iu,k′′ + Iu′,k′′ + 2σ2

. (27)

From (27), we can know that the SINR of user k can be520

significantly improved, as the conditions in (24) are met. In this521

case, the sum rate of the three users is most probably increased,522

owing to making use of the strong InterCI of Iu′,k. By contrast,523

when the conditions in (26) are met, we can know from (27) that524

the sum rate contributed by BS cooperation is insignificant. In525

these cases, it is better to simply turn off the transmission to526

user k, while keeping the other two users active.527

In more detail, let us consider the values given in (22), from528

which we can find that the SIRs of the three uses are η
(u)
k,m =529

1.417, η
(u′)
k′,m = 0.5608, and η

(u′′)
k′′,m = 2.471, respectively. By530

setting the various SIR thresholds and InterCI thresholds for531

cooperation, the DDMC algorithm yields the IMD variables as532 {
(a) : Du,m=k,Du′,m = Du′′,m = k′ , if ηt=0 dB, Ic=1

(b) : Du,m=Du′,m=k,Du′′,m= −1 , if ηt=5 dB, Ic=1.
(28)

Let us first consider the case of (a) in (28). In this case, user533

k stays on during the first stage, as its SIR is higher than ηt.534

During the second stage, user k′ finds that its SIR is lower than535

ηt. Then, it informs BS u′ to request the cooperation from BS536

u′′, since Iu,k′ ≤ Ic and Iu′′,k′ > Ic, and the conditions in (26)537

are met. As a result, BS u′′ switches off its transmission to user538

k′′ and helps to transmit information to user k′. Consequently, 539

the sum rate of subcarrier m is CΣ = 3.5213, which is higher 540

than that achieved by the OOP algorithm. Similarly, in the 541

case of (b) in (28), the DDMC algorithm obtains the decision: 542

BS u obtains the cooperation from BS u′ for user k, while 543

BS u′′ turns off the transmission to user k′′. Consequently, 544

the sum rate achieved is CΣ = 2.2080. Clearly, the sum rate 545

is higher than 1.4038 obtained by the OOP algorithm for the 546

corresponding case. 547

Based on the previous analysis and the examples, we can now 548

summarize the DDMC algorithm as follows. 549

Algorithm 2: (DDMC Algorithm) 550

For Stage u = 0, 1, 2: 551

For User k ∈ K(u): 552

Initialization: Set Du,m = k if F (u)
m = {k}, m ∈ M. 553

User k estimates its SIR η
(u)
k,m. If ηk < ηt, execute the 554

following. 555

Step 1 User k informs BS u the requirement of InterCI mit- 556

igation. Go to Step 2 if (26) is met; otherwise, go to 557

Step 3. 558

Step 2 BS u switches off the transmission to user k, yielding 559

Du,m = −1. 560

Step 3 BS u requests BS u′ (or u′′) for cooperation if (24) 561

[or (25)] is met. 562

(1) BS u′ (or u′′) accepts the request if it has not 563

accepted the cooperation requirement from another 564

BS, giving Du′,m = k (or Du′′,m = k). Then, go 565

to Step 4. 566

(2) Otherwise, BS u′ (or u′′) refuses the request of BS 567

u and proceeds to Step 2. 568

Step 4 BS u sends the data of user k to BS u′ (or u′′), and 569

the two BSs carry out the STBC-based transmission to 570

user k. 571

VII. CENTRALIZED DECISION MAKING ASSISTED 572

COOPERATION INTERCELL INTERFERENCE MITIGATION 573

Here, we propose another InterCI mitigation scheme called 574

CDMC, which motivates to make the best IMDs, to maximize 575

the sum rate of the users on a subcarrier, and to improve the 576

frequency reuse of the subcarriers. In addition to the assump- 577

tions made for the DDMC algorithm, the BSs operated under 578

the CDMC are also assumed to share the “three-valued InterCI 579

information” of the cell-edge users. 580

The DDMC algorithm is unable to always yield the best 581

decisions because of the lack of InterCI information, such as 582

the example (b) in (28). Inspired by this observation, the CDMC 583

algorithm motivates to make the better decisions based on the 584

three-valued InterCI information shared among the BSs while 585

keeping the complexity low. Let us refer again to the example 586

of (21), where subcarrier m is assumed to be allocated to users 587

k, k′, and k′′ in cells u, u′, and u′′, respectively. In the CDMC, 588
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Fig. 2. Flowchart showing the operations of the CDMC algorithm in Case 1, when assuming u �= u′ �= u′′, and users k, k′, k′′ are in cells u, u′, and u′′,
respectively.

the three values for the InterCI suffered by, e.g., user k from BS589

u′, are defined as590

vu′,k =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
−1, if Iu′,k < Io

0, if Io ≤ Iu′,k < Ic

1, if Iu′,k ≥ Ic

(29)

where Io and Ic are two new thresholds introduced for clas-591

sifying the InterCI into three regions, which are as follows:592

1) ignorable InterCI, when vu′,k = −1; 2) moderate InterCI,593

if vu′,k = 0; and 3) strong InterCI, when vu′,k = 1. Let the594

discrete InterCI among the three users be expressed as595

V m =

⎡
⎣ νk vu,k′ vu,k′′

vu′,k νk′ vu′,k′′

vu′′,k vu′′,k′′ νk′′

⎤
⎦

=
[
vk,m vk′,m vk′′,m

]
. (30)

Here, V m is referred to as the discrete InterCI matrix, or596

simply the InterCI matrix, of subcarrier m, and vk,m =597

[νk vu′,k vu′′,k]
T is the InterCI vector of user j on subcarrier598

m. In (30), a nondiagonal element explains the strength of the599

InterCI between a BS and a user, which is given by (29). By600

contrast, a diagonal element indicates whether the correspond-601

ing user has its SIR below or above the SIR threshold ηt, which602

is defined as603

νi =

{
1, if ηi < ηt,

0, if ηi ≥ ηt,
i = k, k′, k′′. (31)

Based on the InterCI matrix V m given by (30), the CDMC604

algorithm makes the decisions for a user according to the605

following four cases.606

• Case 0 (No Actions): When νk = νk′ = νk′′ = 0, which607

means that the SIRs from BSs u, u′, and u′′ to users608

k, k′, and k′′ are all above the SIR threshold ηt. In this609

case, all BSs transmit data, respectively, to their users on610

subcarrier m.611

• Case 1 (Cooperation): At least one of the three users on 612

subcarrier m satisfies the following conditions: 613

νk = 1 & vu′,k = 1 & vu′′,k �= 1, k ∈ K(u)

u �= u′ �= u′′ ∀u ∈ {0, 1, 2}. (32)

• Case 2 (Possible Cooperation): Any of the three users on 614

subcarrier m does not satisfy the conditions in (32), but at 615

least one of the users satisfies the following conditions: 616

νk = 1 & vu′,k = 1 & vu′′,k = 1, k ∈ K(u)

u �= u′ �= u′′ ∀u ∈ {0, 1, 2}. (33)

• Case 3 (No Cooperation): Any of the three users on 617

subcarrier m does not satisfy the conditions of (32) and 618

(33), but at least one of the users satisfies the following 619

conditions: 620

νk = 1 & vu′,k �= 1 & vu′′,k �= 1, k ∈ K(u)

u �= u′ �= u′′ ∀u ∈ {0, 1, 2}. (34)

Let us discuss in the following the operations in the Cases of 621

1–3 in detail. 622

When the InterCI matrix V m belongs to Case 1, the CDMC 623

algorithm is operated as the flowchart shown in Fig. 2. In this 624

case, cooperative transmission for a user with its SIR below 625

the SIR threshold ηt can always be set up. To find the best 626

cooperation option to maximize the sum rate of subcarrier m, 627

as shown in Fig. 2, the decisions are made using three iterations 628

indexed by s. Furthermore, for the sake of evaluating the quality 629

of the decision made in an iteration, we introduce a metric 630

ε
(s)
m for the sth iteration of subcarrier m. It can be shown 631

that, in Case 1, there are three possible strategies for InterCI 632

mitigation. 633

Strategy 1: Two BSs cooperate to transmit to a user, while 634

the other BS stops transmission. In this case, we 635

have ε
(s)
m = 1, and the IMD variables are in the 636

form of Du,m = k, Du′,m = k, Du′′,m = −1. 637
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Fig. 3. Flowchart showing the operations of the CDMC algorithm in Case 2, when assuming that u �= u′ �= u′′; u′ < u′′, and users k, k′, and k′′ are in cells u,
u′, and u′′, respectively.

Strategy 2: Two BSs cooperate to transmit to a user, while638

the other BS transmits to its own user with the639

SIR below the SIR threshold ηt. In this case,640

we have ε
(s)
m = 2 associated with the IMD vari-641

ables taking the values as Du,m = k, Du′,m = k,642

Du′′,m = k′′.643

Strategy 3: Two BSs cooperate to transmit to a user, while the644

other BS transmits to its own user with the SIR645

above the SIR threshold ηt. In this case, we have646

ε
(s)
m = 3, the IMD variables taking the values as647

Du,m = k, Du′,m = k, Du′′,m = k′′.648

As stated previously, the CDMC algorithm motivates to max-649

imize the sum rate of subcarrier m and the overall frequency650

reuse factor of the system. Hence, the algorithm makes the final651

decision in favor of these. Clearly, Strategy 1 has a very high652

probability to generate a smaller sum rate than Strategies 2653

and 3, since Strategy 1 yields only one information transmission654

flow on subcarrier m. By contrast, Strategy 3 is the most655

desirable one, which has a much higher probability than the656

other two strategies to obtain a higher sum rate. This is because657

Strategy 3 allows cooperation between two BSs and another658

transmission from a BS to its user, yielding a high SIR. Hence,659

the cooperation in Strategy 3 has the least cost.660

Let us further use the example of (22) to explain, when ηt =661

5 dB and Ic = 1, Io = 0.1. Then, when the CDMC algorithm is662

used, the InterCI matrix is given by663

V m =

⎡
⎣1 −1 0

1 1 0
0 1 1

⎤
⎦ . (35)

Explicitly, the operational situation is in Case 1, as the condi-664

tions in (32) are met for both users k and k′.665

According to the operations in Fig. 2, during the first (s = 1)666

iteration, the algorithm checks if a cooperation can be set up for667

user k. Since Condition 1 is met, a cooperation between BS u668

and BS u′ can be set up for user k. However, BS u′′ has to turn669

off the transmission to user k′′, as Condition 2 of V m(2,0) = 0670

is satisfied. Consequently, from the first iteration, the decisions671

derived are D̂u,m = k, D̂u′,m = k, and D̂u′′,m = −1, which672

belong to Strategy 1 and have a metric of ε(1)m = 1. During the 673

second iteration, BS u′ and BS u′′ set up a cooperation for user 674

k′. Furthermore, user k stays on because of V m(0, 1) = −1. 675

Therefore, from the second iteration, the decisions are D̂u,m = 676

k, D̂u′,m = k′, and D̂u′′,m = k′; and the metric is ε
(1)
m = 2. 677

During the third iteration, the algorithm finds that it is unable to 678

set up a cooperation for user k′′. Therefore, the final IMDs are 679

given by the second iteration. It can be shown that, in this case, 680

the sum rate achieved is CΣ = 3.5213, which is much higher 681

than CΣ = 2.208 achieved by the DDMC. 682

Let us now address the operations of the CDMC algorithm 683

operated under Case 2, the flowchart for which is shown in 684

Fig. 3. There are two possible scenarios in Case 2. First, there is 685

only one user, e.g., user k, having the SIR below ηt. In this case, 686

as shown in Fig. 3, Condition 3 is satisfied, and user k suffers 687

from two strong InterCI signals. Hence, due to the same reason 688

for (26), the algorithm does not set up a cooperation for user 689

k. Instead, it makes a decision about whether the transmission 690

to user k should be switched off or kept on. Specifically, the 691

transmission to user k is kept on, only when the transmission 692

to it does not cause strong InterCI to the other two users, i.e., 693

when Condition 4 is satisfied. Otherwise, the transmission to 694

user k is switched off. Second, there are more than one user 695

having the SIR below ηt. In this scenario, a cooperation can 696

be set up for a user, e.g., user k, with low SIR, while the 697

transmission to the other user is switched off in order not to 698

interfere the cooperation. Consequently, in Case 2, there are two 699

possible InterCI mitigation strategies; one is Strategy 1, which 700

has been described under Case 1. The other one is Strategy 4, 701

corresponding to the first scenario described earlier, which is 702

stated as follows. 703

Strategy 4: Switching off the transmission to one user, while 704

keeping the transmission to the other two users, 705

corresponding to the IMD variables in the form 706

of Du,m = −1, Du′,m = k′, and Du′′,m = k′′. 707

Finally, let us consider the CDMC algorithm operated under 708

Case 3 with the aid of Fig. 4. In this case, no cooperation for the 709

users with poor SIR can be established, and the algorithm only 710

needs to decide whether some transmissions should be switched 711
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Fig. 4. Flowchart of Case 3 showing the operations of the CDMC algorithm, when assuming that u �= u′ �= u′′; u′ < u′′, and users k, k′, and k′′ are in cells u,
u′, and u′′, respectively.

off to remove the strong InterCI imposing on the other users.712

As shown in Fig. 4, the final IMDs can be made after three713

iterations to consider all the possible options. Similar to Case 1,714

here, a metric ε
(s)
m is introduced to evaluate the qualities of the715

decisions made during an iteration. As shown in Fig. 4, there are716

three optional decisions. The most desirable one is to keep all717

the three transmissions on subcarrierm, which gives a metric of718

ε
(s)
m = 3. The next desirable decision is Strategy 4, which gives719

a metric of ε(s)m = 2. The least desirable decision is given by720

Strategy 5, which is described as follows.721

Strategy 5: Switching off two transmissions to two users722

while the other one remains on. Correspond-723

ingly, we have ε
(s)
m = 1, and the IMD variables724

with the values of Du,m = −1, Du′,m = −1, and725

Du′′,m = k′′.726

In summary, the principles of the CDMC algorithm consid-727

ering Cases 0–3 can now be described as follows.728

Algorithm 3: (CDMC Algorithm)729

Initialization:730

(1) All users in the three cells estimate their SIRs: η(u)k,m =731

|h(u)
k,m|

2
/(Iu′,k + Iu′′,k), if k ∈ F (u)

m , k′ ∈ F (u′)
m , and732

k′′ ∈ F (u′′)
m and m ∈ M; ∀ k ∈ K(u) and ∀u ∈733

{0, 1, 2}.734

(2) Set Km={k|k ∈ F (u)
m , ∀u ∈ {0, 1, 2}}, K̂m={k|ηk <735

ηt, k ∈ Km}, ∀m ∈ M.736

For subcarrier m ∈ M:737

If K̂m �= ∅, execute:738

Step 1 All discrete InterCI of the users in K̂m are sent to739

the head BS.740

Step 2 Head BS asks for the discrete InterCI of all the users741

in Km − K̂m. (Note that, after Steps 1 and 2, the742

head BS has the knowledge of V m.)743

Step 3 Based on V m, the head BS makes the IMDs based 744

on the strategies in Cases 1, 2, and 3, as described 745

in Figs. 2–4. 746

Step 4 The head BS informs the other BSs the InterCI 747

decisions by sending them the decisions of Dm. 748

Note that, instead of letting a head BS make the decisions, 749

we may let all the BSs make the decisions. This way, there is 750

no need for a BS to inform the other BSs its decisions, but all the 751

BSs have to share the InterCI information for making decisions. 752

Specifically, in this approach, when a BS knows that one of its 753

users has the SIR below the threshold ηt, it then broadcasts the 754

discrete InterCI vector of the user, such as the vector vk,m in 755

(30), to the other two BSs. Once receiving the InterCI vector, 756

the other two BSs also broadcast the InterCI information of 757

their users sharing the same subcarrier, regardless of the SIR 758

values of their users. This way, all the three BSs have the 759

full knowledge of the discrete InterCI matrix of a subcarrier. 760

Hence, they can make the same decisions in the principles of 761

the CDMC under Case 1, 2, or 3. 762

So far, we have considered the principles of four types 763

of InterCI mitigation algorithms, namely, the FIIDM, OOP, 764

DDMC, and CDMC algorithms. In the context of a three-cell 765

downlink OFDMA system, the InterCI mitigation is operated 766

independently for the cell-edge user groups, each having three 767

cosubcarrier users. We should note that these InterCI mitigation 768

algorithms can all be modified for deployment in practical 769

multicell systems, which may have a big number of cells, 770

and each cell may host an arbitrary number of users. First, 771

owing to the structure of practical cellular systems, one user 772

can usually simultaneously receive strong InterCI from at most 773

two neighboring cells, which happens when a user is located at 774

the borders of three cells. Therefore, even in practical multicell 775

systems, one cell-edge user group contains only three cosub- 776

carrier users. Furthermore, if the three cosubcarrier users in one 777

group are not related to the other cell-edge user groups, then all 778

the algorithms considered in our paper can be directly applied 779

for InterCI mitigation. However, there is a possibility that one 780
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user is simultaneously a member of two or more cell-edge user781

groups. In this case, the InterCI algorithms can be modified782

to simply switch off the transmission to a user belonging783

to two or more cell-edge user groups. In fact, our proposed784

DDMC and CDMC algorithms can be readily modified to785

implement this operation. This can be achieved by switching786

off the transmission to one user on a subcarrier, whenever the787

user’s serving BS receives two or more requests from other788

BSs for cooperation. Second, concerning the case that different789

cells may have different numbers of users, this only affects790

the subcarrier allocation but not the InterCI mitigation, as the791

InterCI mitigation only considers cell-edge users. However,792

when the number of subcarriers is higher than the number of793

users in a cell, one benefit is that a cell-edge user has an extra794

option to choose another subcarrier experiencing less InterCI.795

Nevertheless, this paper focuses on the InterCI mitigation; we796

hence avoid considering these trivial cases.797

VIII. PERFORMANCE RESULTS798

Here, we provide a range of simulation results, to demon-799

strate and compare the achievable spectral efficiency perfor-800

mance of the multicell downlink OFDMA systems employing801

the BWSA subcarrier-allocation algorithm and the various802

InterCI mitigation algorithms. We assume that all subcarriers803

experience independent flat Rayleigh fading. The path loss804

exponent in (4) is assumed to be μ = 4.0, and the standard805

deviation of the shadowing effect is Υ = 8 dB. Furthermore, for806

the sake of explicit comparison, we address the performance by807

focusing on the cell-edge users in the system. In the following808

figures, the average spectral efficiency of cell-edge users per809

cell is given by810

C =
1
3

∑
u∈{0,1,2}

∑
k∈K̃(u)

log2(1 + γk), (bits/s/Hz/cell). (36)

Correspondingly, the average spectral efficiency per cell-edge811

user is812

C =
1

|K̃|
∑

u∈{0,1,2}

∑
k∈K̃(u)

log2(1 + γk), (bits/s/Hz/user) (37)

where K̃ = K̃(0) ∪ K̃(1) ∪ K̃(2), and K̃(u), u ∈ {0, 1, 2} is de-813

fined in (15). In (36) and (37), γk is the SINR of user k, which814

is given by (6) or (7).815

Fig. 5 compares the spectral efficiency performance of the816

different InterCI mitigation algorithms employed by the three-817

cell downlink OFDMA systems. From the results, we can ob-818

tain the following observations. First, for all the considered SIR819

thresholds, both the proposed DDMC and CDMC algorithms820

yield higher spectral efficiency than the OOP algorithm, and821

higher than the case without InterCI mitigation, labeled as822

“Non InterCI mitigation” in the figure. As shown in the figure,823

the DDMC and CDMC algorithms become more advantageous824

over the OOP algorithm as the threshold ηt reduces. This is825

because the DDMC and CDMC algorithms motivate to estab-826

lish cooperative transmissions for the cell-edge users, instead827

Fig. 5. Spectral efficiency of cell-edge users in the multicell downlink
OFDMA systems employing the BWSA subcarrier-allocation algorithm and
various InterCI mitigation algorithms.

Fig. 6. Spectral efficiency per active cell-edge user in the multicell downlink
OFDMA systems employing the BWSA subcarrier-allocation algorithm and
various InterCI mitigation algorithms.

of simply switching off. As ηt reduces, the number of users 828

requiring cooperation or switching off becomes less, which 829

means that the “edge users” are closer to the cell’s physical 830

edge. In this case, setting up cooperation for the cell-edge users 831

will be more beneficial than simply switching them off. Second, 832

we can observe that the CDMC algorithm always outperforms 833

the DDMC algorithm, and the gain becomes bigger as the 834

SIR threshold ηt increases. This is because, in the CDMC 835

algorithm, the BSs find the joint IMDs, whereas in the DDMC 836

algorithm, each BS makes distributed IMDs only for its own 837

users. Furthermore, the CDMC algorithm attains more SNR 838

gain than the DDMC algorithm, when the number of cell- 839

edge users increases, as a result of the increase of the SIR 840

threshold ηt. Third, Fig. 5 shows that the OOP algorithm may 841

become useless in InterCI mitigation, when the SIR threshold 842

is high, such as ηt = 4 dB. In this case, there will be many 843
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Fig. 7. Comparison of spectral efficiency performance of cell-edge users in the multicell downlink OFDMA systems employing various InterCI mitigation
algorithms when different SIR thresholds are applied. (a) γs = 3 dB. (b) γs = 9 dB.

users turned off. Fourth, as shown in Fig. 5, the OOP algo-844

rithm becomes more effective, when the average SNR gets845

larger. Therefore, when the system is too noisy or when the846

switching off threshold is too high, too many users may be847

switched off, and the use of the OOP algorithm is not beneficial848

for the systems. Explicitly, the proposed DDMC and CDMC849

algorithms are capable of avoiding these drawbacks of the850

OOP algorithm, by setting up cooperation for cell-edge users,851

instead of simply turning them off. Finally, we can observe852

that the spectral efficiency performance attained by the CDMC853

algorithm is very close to that obtained by the FIIDM scheme,854

which uses the continuous InterCI information for decision855

making, whereas the CDMC algorithm only relies on the three-856

valued discrete InterCI information for decision making. As857

shown in the figure, the CDMC algorithm attains nearly the858

same spectral efficiency as the FIIDM scheme when the average859

SNR is relatively low.860

In Fig. 6, we investigate the average spectral efficiency per861

active cell-edge user. First, we can observe that any of the862

three InterCI mitigation schemes significantly outperforms the863

case of Non InterCI mitigation. Second, the CDMC algorithm864

achieves lower spectral efficiency than the DDMC algorithm for865

all the SIR thresholds considered. The CDMC algorithm aims866

to maximize both the system’s sum rate and the frequency867

reuse factor, whereas the DDMC algorithm is only sum rate868

motivated. Specifically, the DDMC algorithm simply switches869

off the transmission to the user when a cooperation is un-870

available. By contrast, the CDMC algorithm still allows the871

transmission to the user, provided that this transmission does872

not cause strong InterCI to the other users. Consequently, given873

the same SIR threshold, the number of active cell-edge users874

resulted from the CDMC algorithm is higher than that resulted875

from the DDMC algorithm. This makes the average spectral876

efficiency per active edge user attained by the CDMC algorithm877

smaller than that obtained by the DDMC algorithm. Finally, the878

FIIDM scheme yields the highest spectral efficiency, as shown879

in Fig. 6.880

Fig. 7 compares the spectral efficiency performance of the 881

cell-edge users, when the SIR threshold varies in the range 882

of −5 dB ≤ ηt ≤ 5 dB. From the figures, we observe that the 883

proposed DDMC and CDMC algorithms outperform the other 884

two algorithms considered. As shown in the figures, the spectral 885

efficiency performance of the proposed DDMC and CDMC 886

algorithms and the OOP algorithm are all dependent on the 887

SIR threshold applied. By comparing Fig. 7(a) with Fig. 7(b), 888

we can see that the intersection between the curves of the 889

OOP algorithm and the Non InterCI mitigation case shifts from 890

ηt = −2 dB to ηt = 2 dB, when the average SNR per symbol 891

is increased from γs = 3 dB to γs = 9 dB. Note that, as shown 892

in Fig. 7, the spectral efficiency in the case of Non InterCI 893

mitigation also increases, as ηt increases. This is because more 894

users are considered as the cell-edge users, as ηt increases, 895

which makes the spectral efficiency evaluated by (36) increase. 896

Note furthermore that, at a given SNR, when ηt increases, more 897

users will be included as the cell-edge users, among which, 898

more users could be turned off, when the OOP algorithm is 899

applied. This makes the spectral efficiency of a cell achieved 900

by the OOP algorithm become lower than that obtained by 901

doing nothing. Furthermore, Fig. 7 once again shows that the 902

proposed CDMC is capable of achieving the spectral efficiency 903

close to that of the FIIDM scheme. 904

In Fig. 8, we show the effect of the InterCI cooperation 905

threshold Ic and the off-power threshold Io on the spectral 906

efficiency per cell, when the multicell downlink OFDMA sys- 907

tems employ the DDMC or CDMC algorithms. Explicitly, in 908

Fig. 8(a), for both the proposed algorithms, there are desirable 909

Ic values, which result in the highest spectral efficiency. In 910

general, when the threshold Ic becomes smaller, the proposed 911

algorithms try to establish cooperation for more users. By 912

contrast, when Ic becomes larger, they allow cooperation for 913

fewer users. Note that, when ηt = −4 dB, Fig. 8(a) shows that 914

the highest spectral efficiency per cell achieved by the DDMC 915

and CDMC algorithms requires that −6 dB ≤ Ic ≤ 6 dB. 916

However, the best Ic range for the two algorithms is reduced 917
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Fig. 8. Comparison of spectral efficiency performance of cell-edge users in the multicell downlink OFDMA systems employing various InterCI mitigation
algorithms with different InterCI cooperation thresholds Ic and off-power thresholds Io. (a) Effect of Ic. (b) Effect of Io.

to −3 dB ≤ Ic ≤ 3 dB when ηt = 0 dB and to −1 dB ≤918

Ic ≤ 1 dB when ηt = 4 dB. This observation implies that the919

spectral efficiency achieved by the two proposed algorithms920

becomes more sensitive to the cooperation threshold Ic, as921

the SIR threshold increases. In Fig. 8(b), the results show922

that, at a low SIR threshold, such as ηt = −4 dB, the spectral923

efficiency per cell slightly varies, when different values of Io924

are employed. However, the CDMC algorithm yields a more ex-925

plicit fluctuating spectral efficiency per cell with respect to Io,926

as the SIR threshold ηt gets higher. Overall, we see that the927

spectral efficiency achieved by the CDMC algorithm is not very928

sensitive to the InterCI off-power threshold Io.929

From Figs. 5 to 7, we may conclude that the SIR thresh-930

olds ηt for both the DDMC and CDMC algorithms should931

be chosen according to the design objectives, to yield a good932

tradeoff between performance and complexity. From Fig. 8,933

we are given to understand that the threshold Ic can be set934

to an appropriate value, so that a “good” fraction of users935

experiencing strong InterCI are identified for BS cooperation,936

to improve the spectral efficiency. Once the SIR threshold ηt937

and the cooperation threshold Ic are set, an off-power threshold938

Io can then be chosen within a relative large range of Io < Ic939

by the CDMC algorithm, as shown in Fig. 8(b).940

In Figs. 9 and 10, we investigate the frequency reuse factor of941

the downlink OFDMA systems. Explicitly, the frequency reuse942

factor obtained by the CDMC algorithm is significantly higher943

than those given by the other algorithms. We also observe that944

the frequency reuse factor obtained by the CDMC algorithm945

increases sharply, as ηt increases. By contrast, the frequency946

reuse factor achieved by the other two algorithms decreases, as947

ηt increases. The preceding observations imply that, with the948

CDMC algorithm, the multicell downlink OFDMA system can949

simultaneously provide services for more users, although some950

of them might have relatively low rates. By contrast, when the951

DDMC or the OOP algorithm is employed, the number of users952

switched off increases as ηt increases, which results in the drop953

of the frequency reuse factor. Fig. 9 shows that the frequency954

Fig. 9. Frequency reuse factor of cell-edge users in the multicell downlink
OFDMA systems employing various InterCI mitigation algorithms with respect
to different SIR thresholds ηt.

reuse factor achieved by the DDMC algorithm is slightly higher 955

than that obtained by the OOP algorithm, owing to the coopera- 956

tion introduced in the DDMC algorithm. Additionally, as shown 957

in Fig. 9, the FIIDM algorithm yields a lower frequency factor 958

than the DDMC and OOP algorithms in the low-ηt regimes. 959

This means that, to maximize the spectral efficiency, the FIIDM 960

algorithm has to turn off the transmissions with poor SIR. 961

Fig. 10 shows that the frequency reuse factor obtained by 962

the CDMC algorithm increases toward one, as the InterCI 963

cooperation threshold Ic increases. This is because, when the 964

cooperation threshold Ic is set higher, it will be more difficult 965

for the CDMC algorithm to establish cooperation for cell-edge 966

users. Therefore, more cell-edge users will be kept on. Further- 967

more, as the figure shows, when Ic ≤ 0 dB, the frequency reuse 968

factor achieved by the CDMC algorithm slightly decreases, 969

as the SIR threshold increases. For the DDMC algorithm, as 970
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Fig. 10. Frequency reuse factor of cell-edge users in the multicell downlink
OFDMA systems employing various InterCI mitigation algorithms with respect
to different InterCI cooperation thresholds Ic.

Fig. 11. Overhead required by the various InterCI mitigation algorithms.

shown in Fig. 10, the frequency reuse factor slightly decreases,971

as the threshold Ic increases. This is the result that the DDMC972

algorithm turns off more users, when the threshold Ic becomes973

higher.974

Explicitly, the operations of the OOP, DDMC, and CDMC975

algorithms require different overheads. Hence, in Fig. 11, we976

compare the overhead required by the various InterCI mitiga-977

tion algorithms. Here, the overhead is measured by the number978

of bits per user, which is obtained from the total overhead (bits)979

of a cell divided by the number of users in the cell. The over-980

head considered includes the control information transmitted981

between users and their BSs and those among BSs, plus the data982

symbols shared among the BSs for cooperation. For all the three983

InterCI mitigation algorithms, we assume that 1 bit is required984

to transmit a request for cooperation or off-power. Furthermore,985

in Fig. 11, we assume that, under the CDMC algorithm, the986

decisions are made by the head BS, as described in Algorithm 3.987

The discrete InterCI vector of a subcarrier, such as vk,m in (30),988

has 18 different states. Hence, a BS needs 4 bits to convey the 989

discrete InterCI vector of a subcarrier. Therefore, in total, 8 bits 990

of overhead are required for the two BSs to inform the head BS 991

their InterCI information of a subcarrier. In addition, another 992

3 bits are required for the head BS to broadcast the IMDs of 993

a subcarrier to the other two BSs, since the decisions have 994

nine states in total. As the number of cell-edge users increases, 995

when the SIR threshold gets higher, Fig. 11 correspondingly 996

shows that the required overhead for all the three algorithms 997

increases, as the SIR threshold becomes higher. Furthermore, 998

the CDMC algorithm requires higher overhead than the other 999

two algorithms. However, the DDMC algorithm requires very 1000

low overhead, which is similar to that required by the OOP 1001

algorithm. 1002

IX. CONCLUSION 1003

In this paper, we have proposed the DDMC and CDMC 1004

algorithms for mitigating the InterCI among the cell-edge users 1005

sharing the same subcarrier. While both the DDMC and CDMC 1006

InterCI mitigation algorithms motivate to maximize the spec- 1007

tral efficiency, the CDMC algorithm also aims to maximize 1008

the frequency reuse factor. In this paper, we have compared 1009

from different perspectives the achievable performance of the 1010

downlink OFDMA systems employing the various InterCI mit- 1011

igation schemes. Our studies and performance results show 1012

that both the DDMC and CDMC algorithms are capable of 1013

achieving higher spectral efficiency than the OOP algorithm, 1014

and, certainly, than the case without employing any InterCI 1015

mitigation. Although only the three-valued discrete InterCI 1016

information is shared among the BSs, the CDMC algorithm is 1017

capable of attaining nearly the same performance as the optimal 1018

FIIDM scheme that uses the continuous InterCI information for 1019

decision making. 1020

Additionally, the CDMC algorithm is demonstrated to have 1021

the highest frequency reuse factor in addition to its spectral 1022

efficiency advantage, whereas the DDMC algorithm requires a 1023

small amount of overhead, which is similar to that of the OOP 1024

algorithm. 1025
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